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Lakes store 20% of surface freshwater resources and are an
important link for studying the interactions between the various
spheres of the Earth system [1]. There are approximately 1400
lakes larger than 1 km2 on the Tibetan Plateau (TP), with a total
area of approximately 50,000 km2, accounting for half of the num-
ber and area of lakes in China [2–4]. Most of these lakes are located
on the Inner TP (Text S1.1 online), less affected by human activities
and respond rapidly to climate and cryosphere changes [5]. With
climate warming and wetting, the lakes on the Inner TP have expe-
rienced a dramatic expansion [2–6]; drainage reorganization
events can occur, which in turn, pose a flood risk to surrounding
villages and roads or break existing watersheds, converging into
exorheic basins and threatening the ecological environment [7].
Therefore, an effective and accurate estimation of lake water stor-
age (LWS) changes on the Inner TP under climate change is
urgently needed.

Estimation of LWS changes requires information regarding lake
area and water level changes [2–5,8–11]. Studies derive lake areas
based on satellite images focused on large lakes over a short period
owing to the influence of high cloud coverage in satellite images
across the plateau and the satellite re-entry cycle [8]. Lake water
level (LWL) records based on in situ measurements are typically
available for large lakes, which only record relative water levels
and lack data during freeze-up periods [12]. Radar, laser altimeters,
and digital elevation models combined with certain empirical rela-
tionships have been used to monitor the intra-annual to annual
variability of LWL [6,8–11]. These advances in lake volume estima-
tion and measurement technology have improved our understand-
ing of spatiotemporal changes in lake volume on the TP. However,

the datasets of these studies were obtained with relatively com-
plex processing and insufficient consideration of other hydrologi-
cal components. Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
(GRACE) data can provide quantitative monitoring of terrestrial
water storage (TWS) changes, but cannot separate the changes of
each hydrological component. Land surface models can provide
changes in snow mass, soil water storage, surface water storage,
and groundwater storage. However, these models lack an explicit
representation of LWS, which describes the hydrological and ther-
mal characteristics of a lake based on the constant ratios of lakes in
each grid cell rather than the actual number of lakes [13]. Thus,
combining remote sensing data and process-based models is
essential for revealing changes in lake systems and understanding
LWS changes from a water mass budget perspective [6]. In addi-
tion, few studies have been conducted regarding the projected
LWS over the Inner TP under climate change.

In this study, we estimated LWS anomalies (LWSA) of 18 lakes
(area greater than 300 km2) during 2002–2018 on the Inner TP
(Table S1 online) based on GRACE data and a high-resolution land
surface model (Text S1.2, S1.3 and S1.5, and Fig. S1 online). Then,
we projected future changes of LWSA for an intermediate scenario
based on an artificial neural network (ANN) model (Text S1.4 and
Fig. S2 online). Our study provides new insights into LWS estima-
tions, yielding a deeper understanding for the development of a
land surface model in areas with a dense lake distribution.

The LWSA for 18 lakes on the Inner TP between 2002 and 2018
were calculated based on the water mass budget (Text S1.2 online).
The estimated LWSA were then compared with the LWL anomalies
(LWLA) derived from multi-source altimetry and remote sensing
data [6]. The units of estimated LWSA and satellite derived LWLA
are different; the former is represented by equivalent water height
and the latter by the elevation of the free surface of a lake. For each
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lake, a correlation coefficient was used to examine the accuracy of
the LWS estimations (see Text S1.6.1 and Fig. S3 online for more
details). At the basin scale, we transformed the units of LWLA into
equivalent water height to compare with the LWSA estimations
(Text S2.1 online). The average estimated trend of LWSA was
8.1 mm a�1, which was consistent with the observed results
(7.29 mm a�1, Fig. S4 online). The scatter plot of LWSA versus

LWLA for 18 lakes from 2002 to 2018 shows that the LWSA estima-
tions for most lakes are in agreement with observations (Fig. 1).
The correlation coefficients of all 18 lakes passed the 95% confi-
dence level in the Student’s t-test (Fig. 1). Though the mass
changes of glaciers were considered in this study, the fixed density
conversion factor (850 kg m�3) used here may introduce biases in
the LWSA estimations (Fig. S5 online). Inconsistencies among

Fig. 1. Locations of 18 larger lakes (area >300 km2) on the Inner TP and comparisons of estimated monthly lake water storage anomalies (LWSA) and observed lake water
level anomalies (LWLA) during 2002–2018. The number in the upper left corner is the correlation coefficient (R) between LWSA and LWLA of each lake. All correlation
coefficients passed the 95% confidence level in the Student’s t-test.
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different data resolution types and uncertainties from the land sur-
face modeling (Text S2.2 online) may also lead to lower correla-
tions for Tangra Yumco (0.77), Nam Co (0.58), and Zhari Namco
(0.71). All other lakes have high correlations (�0.86). Moreover,
the lake area on the Inner TP has dramatically changed during
the study periods [3]; we further compare the LWSA with the lake
water volume anomalies (LWVA) derived from Ref. [6]. Similar
results (Fig. S3 online) indicate the reasonability of the estimated
LWSA in this study. Thus, our estimation results can be used to
identify regional changes in lakes for areas with limited available
data and can be helpful when monitoring water resource changes.

LWS increases rapidly on the Inner TP, with an average growth
rate of 26.92 mm a�1. Most increasing lakes have an annual rate of
change exceeding 12 mm a�1 (Fig. S6 online), with the fastest ris-
ing lake being Lake Dogai Coring and Xijir Ulan (more than 44 mm
a�1). The simulation-based changes in LWS in this study were con-
sistent with the trends in previously reported datasets based on
satellite stereo, multispectral images, and multiple altimetric mis-
sions [3,5,6], indicating the reliability of the simulation results (see
Text S2.1 online for more details). We grouped these 18 lakes into
three subregions based on their geographical locations and changes
in LWS (Fig. S6a online). Sub-region NW is located in the northern
Ali region of the TP, surrounded by the Kunlun, Karakorum, and
Ladakh mountains, as well as several glaciers. The lakes in this region
have the slightest variation among all subregions, with an average
annual rate of 8.65 mm a�1. Sub-region N, located in Cocosia,
includes 11 lakes, the highest number among the five sub-regions.
All lakes in this sub-region exhibit a significant increasing trend in
LWS, with an average annual rate of 35.19 mm a�1. Subregion S,
located in the southern Nagqu region of the TP, is surrounded by
the Nyingchi Tanggula and Tanggula Mountains and includes six
lakes. The LWS in this subregion has an increasing trend, with an
average annual change rate of 12.77 mm a�1. The discrepancy of
LWSA trends can also be explained by the changes in TWS and sub-
surface water from the perspective of the water mass budget (Figs. S7
and S8 online). Results show that the 18 lakes in this study are char-
acterized by an increase in surface water (the sum of LWSA, glacier,
snow, and canopy water storage) and a decrease in subsurface water
(the sum of soil and groundwater storage), and LWSA dominated the
surface water changes. Subsurface water decreased for both subre-
gions S and N, while the contrasting trend of TWSA caused the differ-
ence in LWSA in these two subregions (see Text S2.2 online for more
details).

Increased LWS on the Inner TP is mainly related to precipitation.
The precipitation variability is consistent with the temporal char-
acteristic of monthly LWSA (Figs. S7 and S8 online). The average
increase rate of precipitation for the 18 lakes from 2002 to 2018
and the standardized cumulative precipitation are highly compat-
ible with changes in LWS (correlation coefficient is 0.99, Fig. S9
online), illustrating the critical role of precipitation on LWS. Previ-
ous studies have also shown that the variation of LWS on the Inner
TP is mainly driven by precipitation [5,14]. In addition, glacial
meltwater due to warming also affects LWS. Studies have been
conducted to classify lakes into glacier-fed and non-glacier fed
based on whether the lake receives glacial flow from a glacier ter-
minus [5]. For the 18 lakes in this study, the change in LWS in
2002–2018 was 8.1 mm a�1, and the glacier loss was �1.27 mm
a�1. Thus, the relative contribution of glacier loss to the increase
in LWS from 2002 to 2018 is �16%. Owing to the different study
periods and the lake boundaries used, the estimated contribution
of glaciers to lakes can vary. The results of the contribution of gla-
cier loss to the LWS increase in this study are within a reasonable
range (10%–30% in previous studies) [5,14].

Atmospheric dynamic and warming induced solid water mass
loss (for example, accelerated glacial melting), and liquid water
mass gain (for example, LWS increased rapidly) changed the bal-

ance between liquid and solid water resources among different
reservoirs. For the Inner TP with a dense distribution of lakes, it
is worth exploring whether this imbalance will increase or stabi-
lize in the future. An ANNmodel was used for 18 lakes on the Inner
TP to project the LWSA under an intermediate scenario (see Text
S1.4 online for more details). Considering the climatic mechanisms
of historical LWSA changes, precipitation should be the primary
driver of LWSA increase, while temperature and radiation are the
other two variables that may lead to glacier and evapotranspira-
tion changes and influence LWSA. The input variables of the ANN
model were derived from the bias-corrected precipitation, temper-
ature, and surface shortwave radiation. The bias correction
improved the accuracy of the inputs, contributing to a higher tem-
poral correlation and lower root mean square error (see Text S1.6.2
and Fig. S10 online for more details). This ANN model can accu-
rately reproduce the LWSA on the Inner TP during the historical
period (2002–2018), and the Kling-Gupta efficiency (KGE) value
between the ANN results and estimated LWSA is greater than
0.94 for 17 lakes (Fig. S11 online) while the other is 0.88 (Zhari
Namco). Then, we used the trained model for future prediction.
We assumed the nonlinear relationship between input and output
in the historical period could be applied to a business-as-usual sce-
nario in the future. Thus, we focused on the Shared Socio-economic
Pathways (SSPs) and the Representative Concentration Pathway
(RCP) under a low population growth and emissions scenario
(SSP2-RCP4.5, abbreviated as SSP245). For moderate scenario SSP
245, the LWS on the Inner TP increases through the mid-twenty-
first century (Fig. 2). However, the increasing rate slows, particu-
larly in the next decade (2019–2035) with a rate of 5 mm a�1

(Fig. 2 and Fig. S12 online). Even if the growth increases in 2036–
2060, the changes in the next 40 years roughly equal the changes
in the last 20. In brief, the increasing rate of LWS by the mid-
twenty-first century for an intermediate scenario is predicted to
decrease to 40% of that of recent decades. The projected LWSA is
relatively consistent with the precipitation variability. The change
points of precipitation (intersection of the red and blue lines in
Fig. S13 online) based on the Mann-Kendall test show that 50%
of the lakes have change points in 2030–2040, which may lead to
a jump point around 2036 (Fig. S12 online). This prediction is sup-
ported by the projection of TWS, which indicates that the TWS will
be relatively stable on the Inner TP over the next 40 years [15].
Similarly, recent studies indicate that the glacial runoff should
reach a peak in around 2042 and then show a slowly increasing
trend (see Text S2.3 online for more details).

Lakes located on the Inner TP are rarely affected by human
activities and influenced by climate and cryosphere changes. We
estimated LWS for 18 lakes on the Inner TP with an area of more
than 300 km2 using GRACE, glacier mass change data, and high-
resolution land surface simulations (Fig. S1 online). The LWSA esti-
mated in this study are consistent with the LWLA derived from
multi-source altimetry and remote sensing data (Fig. 1). In the past
decade, the LWS expanded rapidly with a rate of 26.92 mm a�1

from 2002 to 2018 (Fig. S6 online). The increasing rate of LWS by
the mid-twenty-first century for an intermediate scenario is pre-
dicted to decrease to 40% of that in recent decades (Fig. 2). This
prediction is supported by the TWS and glacial runoff projections
on the Inner TP. With climate warming and humidification on
the Inner TP, adaption and management policies are needed to
avoid the threat of increased LWS and protect lives under climate
change. Our study provides new insights into the estimation of
LWS, yielding a deeper understanding of the development of a land
surface model in areas with dense lake distribution.
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Fig. 2. Trends (mm a�1) of LWSA for 18 lakes (area >300 km2) on the Inner TP and their average values during 2002–2018, 2019–2035, 2036–2060, and 2019–2060.
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